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摘  要 
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合 Eckberg 和 Hill（1979）及 Ansoff（1987）的观点，范式应具备包容性、集萃
性和可行性三大特征。 
本研究首先检验易经战略模型是否具备包容性。研究表明，通过改变约束条































































Strategic management is one of the important factors that impact on business success 
and determine the direction of enterprises' development. So far as strategic 
management develops, there is still lacking one structured paradigm that can reflect 
strategic management as a whole, guide the strategic management practice effectively. 
Either traditional strategy theory is too theoretical and difficult to put into practice, or 
it is too focused on practical application and lack the effective theoretical foundation. 
Theory in strategic management has gradually developed a deeply ‗split personality‘ 
with one stream of theory development ignoring internal aspects of organizations to 
focus on an external analysis of competition, while a second major stream largely 
ignores competitive interactions of firms to focus on the internal works of 
organizations.  
Therefore, it needs a unifying paradigm in the field of strategic management. The 
paradigm is not only conducive to integrating the existing strategic management 
research, but also make up for the limitation of traditional strategy theory in the 
turbulent environment. 
Through a trans-boundary search of the literature, we found that the framework based 
on Yijing can satisfy the requirement of unifying paradigm. Therefore, the first 
research content is constructing the strategic model based on Yijing.  
The model contains the theory construction and the quantitative analysis. Using the 
strategic model based on Yijing (Yijing strategic model) to analyze enterprise strategy, 
external environmental factors should be analyzed by applying three steps: judging 
opportunity or threat, confirming degree of certainty, and deciding significance. Based 
on this, further analysis of internal condition factors that correspond to external 
environment factors is need. This analysis also involves three steps: judging strength 
or weakness, degree of certainty, and magnitude of impact. According to theory 
construction, this research uses binary and arithmetic norm to create a strategy 
















and combination hexagram.  
The second research content is testing the possibility that model becomes a strategic 
paradigm. Combining the ideas of Ansoff (1987) and Eckberg and Hill (1979), the 
basic characters of paradigm are inclusivity, collectivity and feasibility. 
Firstly, this research verifies whether Yijing strategic model has the first characters of 
paradigm. The result shows Yijing strategic model that can be switched to various 
classic strategic management theories according to added conditions. Yijing strategic 
model fit the first character of paradigm that provides a ‗scientific umbrella‘ under 
which previously conflicting theories can coexist and prosper. 
Applying meta-analysis, this research tests whether Yijing strategic model has the 
second characters of paradigm. Through literature on strategy decision-making search 
and selection, 39 empirical literature, 143 effect sizes and 16680 data samples were be 
obtained and analyzed. The result shows the character of top management team, 
magnitude of impact, environmental uncertainty and hostility, and past performance 
influence the process and result of the strategic decision-making significantly. The 
result is consistent with the dimensions that are proposed by Yijing strategic model. 
Then, Yijing strategic model fit the second character of paradigm that reflects a lot of 
previous research.  
Finally, this research tests whether Yijing strategic model has the third characters of 
paradigm with LOGIT model. LOGIT model was applied on 256 effective 
questionnaires from top management team, in order to verify whether the dimensional 
order meets the actual decision-making behavior. The prospector, defender, reactor 
were selected as control group. The result shows (1) prospector and analyzer prioritize 
the external environment, and defender and reactor prioritize the internal condition. (2) 
to the prospector, significance claims take precedence over visibility or certainty, and 
to other strategy types, visibility or certainty claims take precedence over significance. 
The result is consistent with the dimensional order hypothesis that is proposed by 
Yijing strategic model. Then, Yijing strategic model fit the third character of paradigm 
that meets the actual decision-making behavior. 
















and it could be confirmed as a strategic paradigm. 
Yijing strategic paradigm implements a mixture of Chinese traditional culture and 
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战略管理思想萌芽于 20 世纪 30 年代。1938 年，美国管理学家 Barnard 发表
《经理的职能》一书，首次在企业管理中引入战略概念及其思想，提出企业经营
必须考虑战略的因素（巴纳德，1997）。而战略管理的理论框架则形成于 20 世纪
60、70 年代。1962 年，美国经营史学家 Chandler 发表《战略与结构》一书，为




























& Nalebuff，1996），战略转折点理论（Burgelman & Grove，1996），边缘竞争战
略理论（Brown & Eisenhardt，1998），社会关系网络系统理论包括以 Coleman（1990）
代表的社会资本(social capital) 理论和以 Burt（1992）为代表的社会结构洞
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